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j EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF THE T3’FECTI~TE mIDTH
:1
~{.
/ OF BUCKLED SHEETS
!,

By R. Lalule and H; Vagner

SUMMARY., ,.

Airplane design makes frequent use of thin sheet metal
or plywood shells which buckle under shear and compression
stresses, although some support is given at the point where
sheet and angles join. So far as it deals with the absorp-
tion of compressive stresses this fact is allowed for in
the calculation by introducing a participating stress bear-
ing or lleffectiv~ width” ~ i.e., a part of the sheet section
of certain width is allocated to,the section of the edge
stiffetier.

The object of the present experiments is a more exact
determination of the effective width for the case of pure.
compression and of t“he sheet clamped at the angle “section.
From the experimental data on the effective width the cal-
culation of the buckling load of an angle joined to a thin
sheet is then d“educeii. .The experimental results for simul-
taneous appearance of transverse forces in the buckled
sheet (tension fields) are reserved for a continuation of
this article in a subsequent issue.

INTRODUC’TION

No direct elongation measurements were effected on
the experimental sheets themselves by the test method em-
ployed in t-he determination of the “effective widthll**
although we did measure the elongation and spacing of the

*“Versuche zur Erinittlung der mittragenden Rreite von ver-
beulten Blechen.” Luftfahrtforscnung; vol. 13, no . 7, July
20, 1936, pp. 214-223.

**This “effective width!! in the buckled sheet has absolute-
ly nothing to do with the much discussed effective width
at the point of load applications.
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two anele sections” of ‘the specimen sheet. The inclina-

tions of the sheet caused on the experimental sheet itself
as a result of buckling were determined by a special in-
strument . - ..

Therefrom we computed:

1) The flexural stresses,

2) The mean compressive stress of every strip running
in t-he direction of the compressive stress,
that is, the mean compressive stress distribu-
tion over the sheet width and from it the llef-
fective width”,

3) The mean axial stress” transverse to the compres-.’,’
sive direction.

A slight .transgression of the buckling load is fol-
lowed by sinusoidal folds or wrinkles in longitudinal di-
rection. But when. ,the stress in the angles exceeds more
than about 20 times the buckling stress of the sheet, the
edge manifests intermediate wrinkles (fig. 1).

The most important results of the experiments are the
following:

Let ok be the stress in the angle section at buck-

lingof the sheet, and o the ultimate stress in the an-

gle (after buckling) . The compressive load P carried
by the sheet then increases beyon~ the buckling load ‘k
of the sheet. By a slieh.t overstepping” of the buckling

load (up to about
0
— = 3), the formula
‘k

(la)

yields correct values for P, while for considerable ex-
cess beyoni buckling load the formula

(lb)

is applicable. (The” experimental values k are shown in
figure 2; k finally increases to 2.)
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,>
7 Equation (la) is retained for sheets restraine~ atL,:,
~ the edge. As regards sheets freely supported at the edge,.
i Schnadelfs calculations ‘“(reference 1) reveal that (la)’~!)
,; is applicable also when the excess is small. Moreover,
II in this case it may be expected that the load supported
, by the sheet is higher than given in (la) by corisilerably
,, exceeded buckling loal.” These facts would seem to su~g”est

that equation (la.) is for any” possible case a safe measure
of the”load supported by the sheet.

The stress
‘k

as well as the buckline load pk d.e-

penl upon whether the compression of the edge stiffeners
bounfiin~ the sheet” is accompanied by a change ey t in

its spacing or distance t. Figure 3 gives Ok against

::* , with ex denoting the temporary specific compres-

sion of the angle sections
[ )
that is, ex=~ . The buckl-

ing load ‘k of the sheet follows from the stress ‘k
in the angles at:

l+v~

pk . CTk t s ——

1 - V2

(
1

v= Poisson’s ratio ~,=-
., )3“

In airplane design it is customary, when determining
the stress set up by a given compression in the angle, to
allow for the load quota of the sheet ,by an effective
width bm. Tne exp,erim’ental k values of figure 2 permit
the calculation of this width

‘Yl-tv—

[

ek ‘x
bm = 0.5 k t __ .--—

2
exl-u

-———----——---.— —-—— —-. .—---
*The curv&s were ta,ken from the report: “~ber Konstruk-”
tions-un.l 13erechnungsfra@en fies Blechbauesll by Herbert
Ta.qner, ‘T.G.L. Yearbook, 1928. The curve for clamped
sheets was correcte.1 by several points computefl according
to ReissnerIs metho’1. ..

l~,.,.-. -,--- ....... . .... ... ..... —.— —
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of the particular strip on ‘each side of” the .pr”ofile (see
fig. 5“ for exa”rdple).

For the case of the sheet clamped at the.”edge and
constant spacing of angles (e = o) the present experi-

ments disclose
Y

s*
-om = l.2k— :.

~e~

For sheet clamped at the edge and any given va”niation
in spacing of the edge stiffeners it is

‘3’l+u~
bm= b

1
~

-v

b
whereby ~ - is read from figure 4.for rough calculations

t
bm=b

is acceptable.

Moreover, the value
2b

of figure 4 is approximate-
T

ly applicable to supported. sheets.

These Ia.ta can eoually be used for the calculation of
the buckline loal in a section joined to a thin sheet.
The bucklinq load of an angle depends upon its bending
stiffness. The proportion of the sheet on the bending
stiffness is governed by the compressive stiffness of the
sheet . In the determination of the inertia rnomen.t of the
angle this is allowed for by the inclusion of a strip of
corresponding width b’ . For this width b! the experi-
ments for clamped sheets give the value read in figure 4
which, for small transgression of the buckling load at
least, is approximately. valid even for superposed shsets.
The additive sheet area therefore is:

*Be it noted that the values b and bm as shown in

figure 5 refer to only one side of the sheet. If the
sheet, as in the majority of cases, extends t.o both sides
of the angle, the ‘double value, that is, .-2b and 2 bm

respectively must be employed.

..—— -- .-—— ..-..-— -- . . . . ..... .. .. . .. . ... #- . ,.-,,
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in the determination of the stress in” the section; and,
1“
1.

/ ‘Y
l+u —

ex2b1
t,s —-- (ld)

l-v2”t”
,.

in the determination of the inertia moment .of the section.

RESULTS

~~is-ualize a flat .sheet with an angle (section), both

sheet and angle bein~ of infinite .Iength. At the edge

stiffener itself the sheet is secured aeainst buckling by
adequately close rivet pitch or by clamping be,tmeen two
angles .

Now sheet and section are compressed so that both un-
fiergo the same amount o,f shortening. The sheet outside of
the eflge stiffener buckl~s “as a rule. “One piece of the
strip I-I of the sheet forms ‘wrinkles whose developed
length Z1’. though less than the length 1 of the un-
stressefl section or plate strip,. exceeds the length 11
of .thecbmpressed section. This is the reason the mean

compressive stress F~ of this strip is generally lower
than the stress in the section. With increasing distance
from the section y the stress in the sheet continues to
d“rop and becomes very low at great”er distance’. The area
below curve 5X = f(Y), multiplied by the wall thickness
s; gives the carrying power of the sheet. The width of the
rectangle of equivalent content and height””equal “to the
stress existing in ‘the sheet in compressive direction if
the sheet did not buckle, is called the effective width Q*.

—-————— —-—. -
~The term effecti~e width b

—.—.
wa,s chosen since as regards

this b the test data lend themselves to simple r“epres,en-
tation even by. existence of a, transverse elongation
within the limits of “exp”eri’mental accuracy.

*t the. ~;%tant

of buckling it is In every case b = 1/2 t. ‘ On” a ‘previOUS

pa:ze the effective width bm was referred in accord with
the hitherto usual, to the stress in the angle section. The
equations with this bm become more complicated by the fa~
tor

bm l+V :$

Z- = 1- V2

.... ..... .... ,, , ,,, , , .—. . . ... . ,-.-..——.
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Consider the sneet strip of width b held at both
edges between sect ions.. The effective wiflth b, (fig. 6)
now ‘depends fundamentally on the.dimensions of the strip
(t, s) and on the shifting of the angle sections, that is,
on their compressive elongation ex* as well as their in-
evitably different spacing ey t. The. thus defined quan-
tity

‘Y
has the dimension of an elongation.**

Consequently

b = F(ey; ey; t; s)

This type of relationship may be simplified by dimen-
sion’ method (Appendix) . It gives

(2)

whereby ek is that compressive elongation in x direc-.
at which the shee~ buckles. As the bucklink elongation

/’s ‘f
is proportiona”I to [ - , , eql~ation (2) may also be

\t/:

writtenas.

(3)

ex
,.

Now the effect of ~- was,. according to “our experi-
X

ments,. small within the range usually under consideration

(fig. 13) . ‘Y k
For the case ~- = O, ~ is “only more affect-

X

ed by the amount by which the buckling load .is exceeded.

--.—-— —--—. —- - -“

*By ex is’ meant the” mean elongation.of the whoie sheet

ink direction, in contrast to elongation ex of the .

separate sheet element in x direction.

**~l~utual displacements of both anqle sections in 10nRi-

tudinal direction, that is, the appearance” of the trans-
verse stresses in the sheet, are” disregarded here, as
this case is treated in a subsequent report on the s’ame

subject’:
,.

,,. .: .
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$ = F (~)= ‘1 [’. ($] (3a)

&r ,,
:“

Figure 7 shows ~“~ plotted against the amount by

\
*

which the buckling load ex is exceeded,,
z%

But when this

is quite considerable it is advisable to resort to figure 8,

Figure 8 discloses that for ~~>3ek the effective

width b is ‘computable ~i”th sufficient accuracy from

/“

.

1 = 2.1 ~ 23. 3.7 (s
)
22 (4)

t’ :0 \t o-

This relation (dashed line) is shown in all diagrams.
It always runs along the lower boundary of the test points.

It is probable that when .%
ek increases the value

~ Jex approaches a fixed limiting value which, after ex-

trapolation, would give 2.22. In view of this, the func-

tion ::&.= 2.2 is shown as asymptote in dash-dots in

the diagrams.

Once the buckling load has been exceeded, the effec-
tive width b diminishes quite rapidly, according to fig-
ure 7. Nevertheless, the load tp.ken up by the sheet con-
tinues to increase with increasing stress.

Figure 9 shows the load supported by the sheet in com-
parison to the load carried at buckling; that is, value
P against the anount Of exceeded buckling load.
F~

Figure If) illustrates the (mean) compressive stress
plotted against the width of the sheet strip for varying-

ly exceeded buckling load. It is noted that at ‘x> 50,
<;——_______ __ _____________—— A._————— -

*Here ek is the theoretical buckling elongation which for

‘Y ()= O yields ek = 4.7.8 S2 .. The experimental curves
t/

are, so far as this is possible with the unavoidable, irreg-

ularities of test sheets, in .a~reement with this figure.

■✌ ✌ ✎✍✎✌✌ ✎✎✎✌✌✌ ——- ..... ,,. .... .--.—...
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,c,ontribut ion of the middle part of the. sheet to compres-
sion is most likely at an end, and at any further increase

of ‘x the effective width b probably becomes unaffect-
5;

ed by the stiffeners. This would be identical with the

above voiced conjecture according to which ~ ~~ tends

“ toward a fixed liiniti’ng value when :X increases,ek

Cumulative with the compressive stress in the edge
stiffener is the flexural stress due to buckling. The
resultant bending compressive stress always becomes maxi-
mum at a certain distance from the angle section, as seen
in figure 11. By minor overstepping of.the buckling load,
this maximum lies in the center of the strip; by more
marked overstepping, it is closer to the edge. Then the
resulting compression-bending stress iS lower again in the

“center and becomes, in the extreme case of infinitely

exceeding the buckling load
(%=0, ‘qual ‘0 ‘ero* ‘t

is only Then the buckling load--is slightly exceeded that
the resultant stress of the sheet lies substantially (80
percent) above the stress in the angle section. Conse-

quently, if the sheet possesses precisely<a value of L,

so that it buckles a little prior to reaching the yi~ld
point, it is almost simultaneously followed by an appreci-
able stress above the yield point, and a large portion of
the sheet loses its capacity of support unless the sheet
is so thin that it buckles substantially before the yield
point in the angles has been reached - in which case the
resultant stress in the sheet is then only slightly higher
than the stress in the e“dge stiffeners, up to near the
yield point.

The meail stresses transverse to the compression di-
rection ?7y were also computed. Figure 12 ‘illustrates

the ratio of this stress to the stress ax B existing in

the assumedly non”buckled sheet versus ~~. Here the scat-

ter of the test points is comparatively greater on account
of the small absolute quantity of this stress. However,

the measurements reveal a compressive stress of the magni-
tude of Fy = v ‘XB in transverse direction at the very

instant of buckling, and a rapid drop in this compression
ex

as exincreases. High values of
-61 Zg :.re accompanied by

transverse tension stresses FJr of the order of magnitude
of 0008 OXB.

.,,.
—.—— -——, -., ,.,. .,, , ,,-,,—.-,, ,..,,,,-, ,,,
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All test data so far refer to the case that no mutual
displacement of the clamping rails occurs transverse to

& the direction of loading (ey = o) which,
k

in fact, was

\, practically realized in the majority of the tests. “But

\
}’ for checking the effect of ;:, the tests were made with

f ~~ artificially produced transverse shifting of the cheeks
)1 and the results plotted in figure 13. The discrepancies

of the points from the tests without transverse elongation
(heavy line) lie almost within experimental accuracy.

This means that the test data for the experiments
without transverse elongation are equally applicable - and
with practically sufficient accuracy - to cases of anY

transverse elongation within the range o.4>~>-l

and, particularly, for the case of compression_members
freely displaceable in transverse direction (Oy = o).

Even the curves (figs. 7, 8, and 9, as well as fig. 2)
b

have this general validity when the quantities ~, ~,
— e-k
F
F~ ‘

or the particular given functions of only these quan-

tities are utilized as coordinates.

On the other hand, the test series of the five points
with the highest figures would make it appeai’ that in this

range a positive transverse elongation
(

ey
negative

)
in-

<;
duces a slight increase in effective width b. Experi-
ments with greater compressive elongation in transverse
direction ‘were omitted because of the very irregu].ar
wrinkling. Figure 14 shows the ratio of buckle length d
in sheet center to sheet width t versus ex .

z~

CALCU~ATION OF BUCKLING LOAD OF EDGE STIFFENERS

The buckling load QIC of an angle section riveted to

a thin sheet wall depends upon its bending stiffness. The
width of the sheet strip, which may be considered by the

‘etermin~tion ‘f ‘nerti$pmom~~tth~’ sfi~~t~ov~~~e~i~~ht~~compressive stiffness
a%;

this strip must be well differeiltiated from the effective
width b as regards load absorption. Both widths have
one thing in common: Both are dependent on the stress and
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The calculation of the compressive stiffness of the
sheet proceeds from (equation lb):

whereby

This tern must be differentiated according to ex:
The result will depend upon the mean elongation transverse
to the compressive direction ey, when ex changes. And
that is a question of constructive formation not al?vays
easy to ans~er in the individual case.

We shall consider two extreme cases, which cover most
of the cases encountered in practice:

Oil reaching the buc!zling load, a deflection of the
angle section - that is, a change of ex in the sheet is:

1) not accompanied by a change in the existing

dey
‘Y ‘

that is, ––– = 0;
~ex

2) acconyanied by a change in ey proportional to
ey

3 ––

ex, that is,
ex

= o.
~ ex

In the first case, the calculation of the compressive
stiffness of the sheet gives:

1 3k ek

(
‘Y

f

l+V=;
- ? ‘––––– ~;

a
(?k )]

-6;

(5)

The stiffness of the sheet being tsE
1– Vz

~rovided it does
—

not buckle under the citc!d n.ssumptions$ the bracketed
value represents the reduction i~ sheet stiffness caused
by the buckling.

—
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In the second case it is:

ap.-——
aex

. .

=tsE

1+1) ‘Y
;;——- .— —

1 “ v=

1

-2
ak

. ——

a
f

ek——
ex

ek
—
ex1

11

(6)

Here the stiffness of the nonbuckling sheet would be

1.+U3
tsE ex-—-—____ ,

1
and the bracketed term the decrease in

- V2
stiffness due to buckling.

Now the difference between the two computed bracketed

‘Y
ev

terms disclosed by the factors 1 - u --- and l+V–:
ex

‘Yis so small by the z~ occurring in practice a.s to be

negligible in view moreover of the existing scatter of the
test data. It is therefore recommended to use in every
case the most easily computed value:

illustrated in figure 4, as basis of the calculation. The

values k and ak——_—_ mere taken from the curve, figure 20

a
r

ek~_

When computing the inertia moment I of the whole
angle section in case the sheet did not buckle, “the value

l+V
ey

t
q———————

1 - V2

is to be in~ertied as sheet width. For the buckled sheet

1+V3
ex

a width of sheet strip t ~k’ ~=_;z– is to be inserted

(in similar manner as for defining Karmanls buckling modu-
lus after exceeding the yield point) and, specifically,
both with regard to inertia moment .1 and the center of

. . .. . . .—.———.——
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Summarizing: With Q,
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%e referred.

the total compression on
sheet angle section

2?
P’

‘area of angle section, and

t s, area of sheet belonging to
the angle section,

the angle section is subject to a pure compressive stress:

a= Q Q—————_—___= ______ ____--————— —
??P + 2bm s

l+V ‘Y

I’D
z;

+2bs ——-—___
1-V2

~rovided that Jhe effective line of the force Q yasses
through the common center of pressure of section area and
effective sheet area 2bm s. To check whether or not

buckling takes place, the value 2 ~~ (fig. 4)must be

determined for this stress u, or
‘o-

or ex
5; respec-

:; ‘
tively. As regards the determination--of” the total /nertia
moment I, as well as of the center of pressure to which

I+ljzz
I is to be referred., the sheet area 2111 s ______:z is to
be inserted. 1 -v

These arguments apply to sheets clamped at the edge.
No experimental data are available for cases in which
other buckling conditions existed. Even so, if in such
cases the buckling load is known, one is always on the
safe side when expressing the load absorption of the sheet
with

and its stiffness in compression with

On these premises the total sheet area to be added to
the angle section is:
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when determining the stress in the angle section, and

for the inertia moment of the angle section.

Illustrative Example

Top stringers of a flying-boat hull, figure 15

Given: Compressive stress to be
transferred by ar, angle
section P = 450 kg

Inertia moment of section
‘P ‘

0.15 cm4

Area of section
‘P ‘ 004 cm2

Distance of center of gravity e = 0.7 cm

Thickness of sheet s= 0.06 cm

Free buckling length of sec-
tion (frame spacing) t = 60 cm

Since in this particular case the clamping by rivets
is not complete, while the sheet strip lying between the
two rivet rows is fairly well secured, we estimate the ef-
fective width to be equal to that of a sheet rigidly re-
strained in the section center. u

The compression ex of the sections is to be accomp-
anied by their increased spacing

‘Y
t“ so that ~=-

O*i ex. For % .
-6;

- 0.1, the curve for clamped sheets in

figure 3 discloses:

()
2

ok = 5.1 E 5.1 x 700,000 (Q:&)2
kg

:=
= 32.2 –—

cm2

The compressive stress o in sheet and section is obtained
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bv successive approximation. We first appraise m = 450

/

~
kg/cm~, whence —.- = 0.27. From curve, figure 4, foi-

10WS: 23
t

= 0..42. Disregarding the transverse contrac-

tion cursorily - that is, putting the total effective
width equal to 2b, the total effective cross-sectional
area of sheet and angle section is

F = 0.4 + 0.42 20 0.06 = 9.9 cm2

kg
and o = 500 – –

cm2”

Cwing to the omission of the transverse elongation,

o- will lie slightly below 500 kg–-. With r = 490, i.t

is: cm 2

l–
‘k

1 +~ :Z

= 0.256; 2 ; = 0.41; 2 2. = ().41;
ex

—— —————— = 0.44
fY- 1 -u 5–

1? = 0.925; o = 486 &g_
cm2

The agreement is sufficiently exact.

The effective width with regard to the buckling load

of the angle section now becomes -Z~ -
t

0.2569 according

to figure 4, and the effective sheet area is Fml = 0.3275
cm2 . The center of pressure location is notv .as shown in
figure 16. The calculation of the inertia moment of sec-
ticn plus effective sheet relative to this center of pres-
sure gives:

I = 0.246 cm4

The Eulerian crippling load (1 = 60 cm) becomes Pk = 473
kg; that is, the stipulated 450 kilograms are actually
carried (fig. 16).

Centrical application of load is in the present ex-
ample assured by the type of load division in the long
sections extending over several bulkheads.

Lastly, we deterininc the maximum stress in the buck-
ling sheet by superposing the flexural with the axial
stresses.
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the angle section:

.

kg “’
(TP = 485 -T ;

r
for ~~ = 0.256

cm ex

becomes according to figure 11:

‘ma x
-= 1.3,

kg :
CT that is, amax = 630 _
section cm2

.OESCRIPTION OF EXPERIidENTS

The test material consisted of sprins-hardenefl brass
s’beet , about 60Gx130mm of 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, and ,0.6 mm gage
which ha.flbeen given a permanent elongation of 0.035 in
the testing machine prior to clamping in order to void the
stresses ~.ue to rolling. The elasticity mofluli of these
sheets were not in themselves necessary because the evalu-
ation pertained. solely to deformation comparisons. Still,
one test was mafle which 3isclose3 the elasticity modulus
to be sufficiently constant for the stresses of the ex-
perimental ranze. In view of the unlike expansion coef-
ficients of the testing material (brass) anl the test
equipment (steel) the temperature of the room ani of the
entire equipment had to be kept constant a.t +0.3° so as to
avoid appreciable thermal stre,ss.

The test sheet was clamped in the ma.chine. with as lit-
tle stress as possible. Then the sheet was subjected tO

longitudinal strain in (in general) bot,h directions, caus-
ing the sheet to buckle , The setup also permitted the ap-
plication of transverse loads on the test sheet.

To assure compression in longitudinal direction (figs.
1’?, 18) the sheet was clamped at the two longitudinal
edges between two sets of duralumin rails B held by
screws H, These clamping rails are pressed by slanting
screws s against the very’ precisely machined guide sur-
faces of the very rigid guide rails K. The sheet is
clamped at the upper and lower edqe.sbetween cross pieces
attached to the clamping rails. Then. the screws S are
temporarily loosened .ani the clamping rails a,nd the test
sheet are compressed in longitudinal direction. This is

eff’ected by tightening the screws R. The tensile stresses
appea.rine as counter effect are taken up by separate ten-
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sion members C, shown to risht and left of the test sheet
in figure 18. The compression of the clamping rails was
recordel on self-manufactured, Martens sages of 200 mm test
leneth. The recor?i was cileck”ed during overl.oadine, yield-
ing discrepancies of 1 percent as a rule, anl 2 percent in
one case.

The length of the cross beams J mounted on ball
bearings to the two <uile rails was adjustable, making it
possible to subject the sheet also to elongations trans-
verse to the lon.situdinal direction. With this in view,
the Teak center piece of the cross beams lyinc outsi4e of
the connecting lina of the ball bearings was elastically
twisted. The oending moment necessary for this was ob-
tained by tightening of the turnbackle E. The approach
of the guide rails obtained was recorded on four dial
gages ii. This parallelogram guide system made diract ap-
plication of transverse loads anl the shifting of one guide
rail relative to the other possible. For the experiments
without transverse stress the weieht of the guide rail; etc.,
was balanced by a counter weight R.

The slope of the buckled sheet was read on the slope
gage, (figs. 19, 20) whose deflection was indicated by a
glass pointer with metal tip on a finely graduated glass
scale. Both slope ~a.ge and glass scale were mounted on a
small tube which was easily shifted toward the sheet.

As this tube, together with the slope gaee, pivoted
exactly throuzh 900 it was possible to record ““the slope of
the sheet in perpendicular and horizontal direction

(~; ::). To assure reaching the inliviflual test

points, the entire setup was mounta3 on a slide which was
horizontally anfl vertically adjustable.

Altogether 29 different loalin,’? conditions were meas-
ured, 18 of them with constant spacing of stiffening sec-
tions (ey = 0), besides 11 tests with transverse elonga-
tions

‘Y
of certaj.n maanitude. The average number of

slope measurements in aach loadin.z condition was 600.

Figure 21 illustrates the measured slopes in longi-
tudinal (x) flirection for a, certain sheet. The figures
seen near the curves denote the dista~ce of the curves.
from the edge. One can see the divergence from the sinu-
soidal course of the slopes at the edge caused by thrust
in intermediate wrinkles.
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APPEITDIX

-J

Calculation of mean stresses from the recorded deform-——-———.--.—————————
ations* .- In the coordinate system, figure 22,--—. ‘-E7TFaX-
W represent the displacement coordinates, and x and y.
the runnine sheet coordinates.

Notation

t, wi,ith of sheet

1, length of integration range in x direction

0=
‘Y “ stresses in center of sheet,

Fx E 7-,
Y

mean values of stresses, averaged in x direc-
tion

E
7 ‘Y “ deformation quantities in central a,rea of

sheet

ey ‘Y
g, inean deformations of tota,l field

Le-fo _~lt-~o; F=tt-fo
—— .

ex =
l’ey-

.
t t

~3,OxB %B stresses existing in the field deformed with
ex, ey, g in case the buckling is prevent-

efl.

1
u.- transverse contraction factor.

m

————--——-—— ——
*In view of the report on the experiments with transverse

stresses in the shket,wnich is to follow, the necessary
formulas are repeated here.
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For every point of the ‘sheet (cf . Fdppl: ‘lran~ und
Zwanp) :

(7a)

(7b)

or, solved according to the stres”s es:

T dat+aq+awam
—= .—

(10)
G aya~ axa~:

Formula tin~ the mean values by integration over x

(12)

(13)

‘!Tethen eliminate .Z Qg ,i ~
~f from equations (11) and
e Oay”

(1.2):
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.-

F.. x ~
—.ex+Jxx+V
E, y“

(14)

By i.nte~ration over y equation (13) gives:,
. ,, ....

. . .
T
-=y+ J;;
G

(15)

We average equation (12) “over y“ and write the value “for

v
~ i? equation (14) :

: .

—— E
0= = [ex + . fey + Jxy) -t-ri Jxyl+ E J~x (16)

1 - V2 ,1- YY XX J

In order to determine the total load absorbei by the
sheet, this equation must be multiplied by the sheet thick-
ness and integrate~ over y from o to t:

RSt[
P = s ft ;;

[ Xy
)

Xy
4X= i ex \y+J+Vle +J 1xx, (17)

o 1–v2L yy /

As the effective width b is referred to the stress

~xB existinq in the sheet at equal ‘x’ ey when buckling

is prevented, it is

P
b=

2 UX3 s

For the case -- 0 it becomes
‘Y –

‘x E

~x-~ =
1-V2

that is,

P(l - U2)
b=–— (18)

All the quantities on the right-hand side.of (17) are

obtained from the actual measurements.

I —
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aw 8W
The slopes ~ and

$:
necessary to define the

integral values JxyJxy and Yy were known only at the -
xx

individual test points. Tile latter were chosen so closely
together that the integral was” replaceable by sums without

appreciable error.

The finite distance of the points of the slope gage
(5 mm) causes an instrumental error which in first approx-
imation is proportional to the second derivation of the

( 33W’)
slope for example — To correct this error this sec-

3 X31”

ond derivation was determ~ned. from the recorded slopes in
the adjacent points.

An analysis of t“he equilibrium of the.mean sheet fiber
revealed a. possibility of checking the lon.gitutinal elongat-
ion ex. recorded with the Martens instrument . The process

is briefly as follows:

The form of the sheet was approximately represented by

(19)

which actually is quite correct in the vicinity of the mean
fiber; y is measured from the center of the sheet. The
values Do, a, and b can “be obtained from the values Jxxx

known from the tests for y = Q, y = yl; Y = Y2; 1
itself is known from the measurement direct ~

We proceed from the equilibrium condition of a part of
the median fiber in the form:

There are no shear stresses for reasons of symmetry.
~ is the bending stiffness of the sheet. This assumed
function inserted in equation (19) anfl ‘with y=o, voids

Go Cos *+, so that ?.11 terms becoine free of x and y.

In this relation between TX an~ ‘-Y these two quantities
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can le replacefl by the mean values 6X and Zy , after
,>, which ex can..be obta,ined from equations (14) ani (16) .

This method was followei for checking the entire test

measurements . For~<15 the 4ata mere at variance

with those of the Martens instruments. The discrepancy
between the assumel and the actual sheet form noticeable
at the hieher powers of y in equation (19) are more

pronounces. For ~> 15 the agreement is fairly close

(2 percent discrepancy at the most) . For very high ~

a very accurate knowledge of e= is necessary with re-

garil to the determination of the effective ~idth b ac-
cording to (17) or (18). An-i here the last flescribed meth-
od gives very reliable anfl accurate data for ex.

Dimensional Analysis

The equilibrium on a rectangular sheet element is de-
fined by

~
Ox ~2 w .2 TXY a ~

K S2 A AT= — —+ +a-
Eax~ E axay Eay~

d o-x a Tx

ax
+_.__-z=o

ay

There are six more e~uations for the Ieforma,tion and
stress quantities:

ox 1—= (EX + v Cy)
E 1-V2

my 1—= (Ey + v Ex)
E 1 - V2

.,,
T m—— — ———
q

‘v
2(m + 1)
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.,

at”’”
‘x = _+3(~y .

ax 2 ‘a X/

u+ b+awaw
1’ ‘— — ——

ayax a~ay

These nine equations define the nine depenflent variables
OxO T;~xE

Y Y ‘y;
~’fw with respect to coordinates x

and y, as well as relative to the dimensional quantities
s and t an~ with respect to the. defined ex, c, ey,

the limitinq conditions

for - m< x <+ mand for y = O, y = t w= O, ~-~= O
ay

for y = O ~=exx ~=o

for y = t ~=exs+gt V=eyt

The quantities s S.nl t can ‘be seo,a~ately eliminated
when

‘x t2 CT t’ T t2
Y—— —> ~x(;y ~y (g@’++;

ES2 ES2 Es2

is chosen as depenlent variable, i.e. , by writing in the
new equations and in the limiting conditions
x

and ~ as in flependent variables. Then the limiting
t

t.

conditions, for example, become

Yfor ~=o
_ext2x ~=u—-- -—

s2 s~ t s’
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~. Y ~t ext’x ~gext2Tt’~ext 2
for-= 1 —-=-~ -—--——=—

,7 t---- 132 s t ex ~2
1,

S2 ex S2

The newly chosen dependent variables then depenfl, apart

x
from -, Z on the quantities ex(’~>2, ~ ~ de.

tt ‘s’ ex ‘ ex

fining the limiting conclitions. In this nondimensional.,

form,
b

the effective width, that is, ~, whit-h is not de-

pendent on the coordinates, can therefore be dependent
only on tile latter quantities, that is ;

r o~x ~,c.

which. after divilins both sifles by --—-,S2 can be
w

Fritten as

Translation b;r J. Vanier
National .kdvlsory ?omrnittee
for Aeronautics.
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Figs. 1,17,18,19,20
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Figure 17
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Figure 19:- Gauge.
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Figure 2.- Factor k versus amount
of exceeded buckling
load.
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eylex

Figure 3.- Theoretical values
of buckling load

of sheet; s = sheet thickness,
E = Young’s modulus,
t = spacing of edge stiffeners.

1

.5

Figure 4.- Experimentally defined curves for computing the
effective width with regwds to the load taken

up by tinesheet (2~to be writtsn in equation (1) )
and with regards to the width of the sheet strip to be
considered in the calculation of the buckling load of the
angle section (2% to be written in equation (1) ).
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Figure 11.- The corn- a

stress inth?b~;~d+’%{d
sheet together with
the bending stress
due to wrinkling,
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forms a resultant
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Figure 7.- Illustration of the test
data for effective width.
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Figure 8.- Illustration
of the test

data for ef~ective width.
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ling load.
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Figure 13.- EffeCtive
width when

elongations transverse
to compressive direction
are prevalent.
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Figure 15,- Dimensions
of sheet! ,

and angle section.
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Figure 16.- Effective
width with

regard to load absorbed
and width of sheet strip
to be considered for the
calculation of the buck-
ling load of the edge
stiffener.
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Figure 21.- Measured slopes for buckling load exceeded 15 times.

Figure 22.- Coordinate
system.
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